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1 . Introduction 

In the W VII- A Stellarator with large aspect ratio (A .. 20), ve ry small 
helicsl field ripple and nearly perpendicular neutral beam injection (NI) 
heating , radial electric fie lds have st r ong influence on the confinement 
propert ies. From Doppl er shift measurements of impurity lines, a large 
poloidal plasma rotation (vEXB ~ 10 - 30 km/s) was derived which is associated 
~tth the NI heating power and with strong pressure gradients . The large 
ambipola r electric. fields, ~hich reduce sIgnificantly the deviations of 
particle orbits from the magnetic surfaces, lead to an inc r eased heat i ng 
efficiency of the NI /1/ and to an improved particle confinement (l'p "" 100 ms). 
Also 1n ECR heated discharges (fECRH .. 70 Gllz) po loids! plasma rotation 
(vEXB '" 10 km/s) was found at highe r plasma densities (ne N 5 x 1013 cm- 3 ) . 

The influence of the ambipolar elect ric fields on transport in the plateau 
regime is described within neoclassical theory by a simple model. Based on 
this model, the ambipolar electric fields are calculated for an ECR heated 
disc harge. The influence of thes e fields fo r redUCing the heat conduction of 
the thermal ion component in NI discha r ges as well as the impurity transport 
is briefly discussed . 

11 . Model of transport in the plateau regime 

For simplicity, we assume an axisymmetric magnetic field model and use the 
Krook collision term. The stationary drift kinetic equation 

(1) 

is linea r ized with the ansatz f - fMax + fl' aod only the amblpolar potential 
~{r ) is taken into account for calculating the drift velocity YD - :!'EXB + ~t'B' 
The solution of eGo ( L) is well known /2/: 

*)see pape r W VIl-A Team , tn Team, ECRH Team "Influence of the Magnetic 
Configuration on Plasma Behaviour in the WENDELSTEIN VII - A Stellarator", 
this conference 
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v / vt h. rotational transfo rm';:. collisional1ty ,, '" .. R \1/" vth and the 
drift parameter r " R ~' I.(rBovth. a ll other quantities have the usual 
The radial fl uxes are a ver aged over the magnetic s urf aces and the 
flux r and the heat f lux Q a re given by : 

' 0' L ' ) 1" n Dn (~ + -t '-) + ])r T 

Q n T { '" (,;' + 4 ') + :X' f } (3) 

~ 
2-!'R w: with the transport coef ficients : ( . 

On "(J.(l/2 Go + G2 + G4) 
Or .. ~(3/4 Go + G2 + 1/2 G4 + G6) 
Xn • ~(3/2 Go + 5/2 G2 + 2 G4 + G6) 
Xr .. 01(15/4 Go + 21/4 G2 + 7/2 G4 + 3/2 G6 + Gs)· 

( 4a) 

(4 b) 

r he function Gc (1' + iV"') is the Hllbert :I ntegral transform of the moments of 
the Gauss i an: 

For smal l values 1'« 1 and '1·«(1 , the transport coef fi c ients in eq. (4) be come 
constan t, whereas for la rge values 1" >'> 1 or ~"'»1 , the t ransport coeffi cients 
are proport-iona l t o v~/("'(o2 + '\7*2). Due to the large aspec t rati o of W VII - A, 
the pololdal dr ift parameter l' a;A/ ! is much g reater than in us ual tokamaks . 

The model outlined above is restricted to the Plate.au regime. For most of the 
W VII - A discharges, the elec trons as well aa the thermal Ions are within the 
Platea u r eg i me , whereas impurities are close t o or within the Pfirsch-Schluter 
regime. Thus , for investIga t ing the impurity transport, the lIodel had been 
generalize d . A 1st order density co rrect i on nl(~.e) in the collision term and 
smal l nonambi po l a r potent la 1s ~l( r, e) had been included in the li~earisation 
of the drift kine t i c equati on (1) . The densities nl~ f o r all partic les specie s 
0( ( .. e,i, z) a re calculat ed by mea ns of the parallel fo rc e balance equation 
with the Braginskii friction t erm with parallel v e locit ies VUCII (r , e) estimated 
from the continuity equa tion. The 1st order potential P1 Is determined by th e 
quasi-neu tralit y condi tion L: q ... - n1 ..... O. For doing this, the f ull linear 
equat ion sys t em (for all species «) is solved yi e lding the fluxes ~ a nd Q~ de
pendi ng on the ambip01ar fi e l d i'. Neglecting impurities, the para llel fo rce 
bah.nce equati on "."In be repl aced by the generalized Ohm ' s law y i e l ding an 
analytical expression for ~1 which drIve the Pfirsch-SchlUter diffusion. 

The high energetic ions of the NI ( up to 21 keV) with small parallel 
velocities have large deviations from magnetic sur faces a nd can be lossed 
directly ('" 10 cm plasma r adiu s in W VII-A). Neoc lassical t heory is based on 
the assumption. of dist ribution functions c l ose t o Maxwellians, thi s includes 
that the step s ize of the transport process is very smal l compared with the 
radial plasma s ize. The beneficial e ffect of strong ambl polar electric field 
on the con f i nement of these Ions had been demonstrated by Monte Carl o 
simulations /11, however, this effect cannot be desc ribed by neoclassical 
t heory. Thus , we are restricted to the estimation o f the thermal l oss fluxes . 
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The ambipolar elec tric fields are calculated from the condition of 
ambipo larity of the particle fluxes ~q,.r... - O. Fits to experimental data are 
used for the densi ty and temperature profiles. 

IlL ECR heated discharges 

St rong poloidal plasma rotation was observed In ECR heated discharges (2 .5 T: 
70 GBz; PRF"" 160 kW) with hIghe r plasma densities" (neN5 x 1013 cm- 3) . Th~ 
profiles in Fig. 1 are fits to ne and Te data measured by Thomson scattering 
and to Ti measur ed by CX analysis and by Doppler broadening of the C4+ 
Impu rity line. For these profiles , the ambl polar "electric fiel(! has been 
calcula t ed (Fig . 2) , exper i mental data "for Er at 2 radii are derived from the 
Dopp l er shift measurement s. These values are calculated from the pol01dal 
rotation velocity where the diamagnetic drift velocity of the C4+ ions is 
i ncl uded , vdia was est imated ass uming a corona model . This procedure yields a 
lower limit for the r ad ial electric fields. 

In Fig. 3, the ion heat conduction coefficient ~T (co~p. eq. 4) is shown. In 
these ECRn discharges, however , the ion heat conduction has only small 
influence, since the Ion en~rgy balance is dominsted by collisionsl 10n 
heat ing and CX losses . 

IV . NI heated dIscharges 

In discharges hea t e d by neutral beam injection the measured pololdai plasma 
rotation was s i gnif icantly larger than the ca l culated one for thermal plasmas . 
~lonte Carlo simulations indicate that the ambipolar elec tric fields are driven 
by " the fast ions of the NI slowing down distribution. The electric fields 
de rived from the measurements lead to a very s trong reduction of the ion heat 
cond uction. Fo r the high ion temperatures (Ti rv 1 keV) , the ion energy balance 
is mainly determined by collisional heating of the NI slowing down, the 
collisional COOling by the electrons (Te "':: Ti) and the reduced ion heat 
conduction /3/. 

V. Conclusions 

In the plateau regime the transport coefficients can be st rongly reduced by 
po loIdal plasma rotation which is driven by ambipolar electric fields. This 
effect becomes important wi th large aspect ratio and low rotational transform 
and is confirmed in the W VII- A Stella r ator. For MaxwellLan plasma 
dis tributions, the measured rotabioo is In agreement wi th theoret ical 
predictions based on neoclassical theory. Furthermore, calculations indicate a 
reduced impurity tranaport due to the poloidal plasma rotation. 
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~: Density and t emperature profiles of an ECRH 
di scharge (2 . 5 T, 70 GHz) used for the calcula tions. 
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